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The Update
A biweekly roundup of news in the Department of Asian Studies
For our Students, Faculty and Staff

Her Imperial Highness Princess Takamado of Japan
Visits UBC
Princess Takamado visited UBC last week to give a private lecture to a small group of academics,
government officials and local Japanese business professionals. The lecture discussed the
evolution of Netsuke, from traditional Japanese ornament to modern contemporary art form.

Below are pictures of some of our faculty members enjoying the
limelight:
Princess Takamado with Lecturers Keiko Koizumi and Ihhwa Kim

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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Princess Takamado with Senior Instructor Stefania Burk, Professor Joshua Mostow and Emeritus
Professor John Howes

Princess Takamado with Professor Peter Nosco

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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full photo gallery >>

The Asian Centre is Packed
Entrepreneurship UBC is holding a conference in our auditorium and seminar room for the next
two weeks. The Asian Centre may be a little more crowded than usual but all Asian Studies
offices will be open, as per usual. The front door of the main office may be occasionally closed, as
a consequence of the extra noise, but you are always welcome to come in.

Congratulations to Anne Murphy on Receiving her Latest
SSHRC Grant of $74,997!
Anne Murphy is Assistant Professor and Chair of Punjabi Language, Literature, and Sikh Studies
at the University of British Columbia. She received her Ph.D. from Columbia University’s
Department of Religion and her Master’s degree in Asian Languages and Literature from the
University of Washington. She previously taught in the Religious Studies and Historical Studies
Concentrations at The New School in New York City. Her research interests focus on the historical
formation of religious communities in Punjab and northern South Asia, with particular, but not
exclusive attention to the Sikh tradition.
Professor Anne Murphy will be going on sabbatical this year.

Celebrate the Great Urdu Poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz this
Saturday
You are cordially invited to a small and informal gathering in celebration of the great Urdu poet
Faiz Ahmed Faiz. The inspiration for our gathering is the newly hung portrait of Faiz at the Asian
Centre, UBC, in the main hall of the building. The painting was completed by our local artist
Sheetal Anmol, and gifted to the University of British Columbia by The Committee of Progressive
Pakistani Canadians (CPPC). We will gather to consider the contribution of Faiz, and the
importance of his portrait in the central location on UBC campus for the study of South Asian
arts and letters.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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Saturday, 6th July 2013
2:00 pm
Main Entrance Hall, Asian Centre,
University of British Columbia, 1871 West Mall, Point Grey Campus.
For more information and to RSVP, please contact Shahzad Nazir Khan at (604613
0735).

Brand New Courses Being Offered this Winter Semester

ASIA 222: Encountering Asia
Join two Killam Teaching Prizewinning instructors to explore the early literatures of India and
Japan. Read translated excerpts from such classics as The Tale of Genji and the Mahabharata.
Through tales of love, war, power, loyalty and betrayal, death and divinity, from two very different
cultures, consider the spectrum of human visions of human life, and consider as well your own
position, personal and cultural, within that spectrum. ASIA 222 requires no prerequisites and
any interested students are encouraged to register!
ASIA 222 will be offered in Term 1 of 2013W and is now open for registration. For more
information, visit the UBC online course listings

ASIA 223: Writing Asia
Taken concurrently with 222, this course provides a small seminar experience for serious
students of Asia. Intensive discussion of readings from 222, coupled with very small (five
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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student) tutorials on writing assignments, and examination of short excerpts from ASIA 222’s
texts in their original languages. Corequisites: ASIA 222 and knowledge of, or enrolment in a
course of, one of the languages offered in Asian Studies.
ASIA 223 will be offered in Term 1 of 2013W and is now open for registration. For more
information, visit the UBC online course listings

Congratulations to our Graduate Students on their
Recent Awards
Congratulations to Douglas Ober, a Ph.D. student, for being awarded the Tina and Morris
WAGNER Foundation Fellowship in the amount of $16,000 and to Nicole Go, a Ph.D. student,
who was awarded the Gertrude LANGRIDGE Graduate Scholarship in Humanities in the amount
of $1,250.

Koryo Saram Studies Workshop this Thursday
You’re cordially invited to the first Koryo Saram Studies Workshop held at the University of British
Columbia, this Thursday, June 27th, from 5 – 8 PM.
Koryo Saram are ethnic Koreans living in Russia and Central Asia. It’s the oldest Korean diaspora
in the world. And this workshop is a rare opportunity to learn about Koryo Saram history,
language and culture.
Workshop Theme: Koryo Saram and Modernity. Perspectives on Language, History and
Culture.

Thursday, June 27
5  8 PM
C.K. Choi Building, Institute of Asian Research
1855 West Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z2
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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more information >>

Asian Studies Facebook Page Makes it to 500 Likes!
Congratulations Asian Studies fans! We made it to 500 Likes! You know what that means? We
will be drawing a beautiful swag bag full of prizes to one of our 500 'likers'! Stay tuned...

If you are not a fan yet it may be too late for the swag bag, but Facebook is a great way to stay
up to date with our events and news. Go here to like our page!

An Introduction to Bruce Rusk, New Asian Studies
Faculty Member
Bruce Rusk will start teaching for the Department of Asian Studies this summer as an Associate
Professor. He specializes in the cultural history of Imperial China, especially the Ming and Qing
periods. A UBC alumnus (BA, History Honors), he also has an M.A. and Ph.D. in History from the
University of California, Los Angeles. He has worked on a string of publications on Chinese history
and literature, most recently Critics and Commentators: The Book of Poems as Classic and
Literature (2012). In 2013–14 he will be teaching the following courses:
ASIA
ASIA
ASIA
ASIA

300
490
332
512

 Writing and Culture in East Asia
 Asian Classics (4th year seminar on the Book of Changes)
 Confucianism in China and Beyond: Reinventions of Tradition
 Advanced Readings in Classical Chinese

Staff Member, Julia Lovely, is Pregnant!
Julia, our communications and events coordinator, is pregnant with her first child.
Congratulations! It is too early to know if it is a boy or girl, but we are taking wagers.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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Sustainability Initiative of the Week!
Moving into a new office? Need an extra book shelf? Or looking to get rid of a filing cabinet?
Why not ReuseIt UBC?
Reuseit! UBC, sponsored by Payment & Procurement Services and the Sustainability Office,
launched March 7, 2011. This program is designed to assist UBC staff, faculty and students at
the Point Grey campus find and exchange lowvalue items between departments (e.g. furniture,
audiovisual equipment, office supplies, etc.). Registration is free and members can post both
wanted and available listings.
more information >>

Join Asian Studies for a Roundtable lunch!
We’re looking for students taking Asian Studies courses to discuss events, communications,
social media and swag with Asian Studies staff!
Thursday, July 11th, 2013
1:002:30 pm
Asian Centre, Rm 604
1871 West Mall
A free lunch will be catered by Crème de la Crumb.
Please RSVP to Julia Lovely at julia.lovely@ubc.ca by Monday, July 8th!

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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This invitation is open to students from all disciplines, as long as you are taking an Asian Studies
class.

An Interview with David Mulroney, Former Ambassador
of Canada to the People’s Republic of China (20092012)
A couple of weeks ago Oliver Mann, one of our communicators, met with Mr. Mulroney to discuss
the rise of Asia, the importance of prepping the next generation and why an Asian Studies
degree matters. We have included excerpts of the conversation in this issue of The Update.

Interview with Mr. Mulroney:
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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What is your personal opinion for Canada’s role in the Asian centric global economy of
the near future?
We have two options. We can be largely responsive, in which case trade, investment and people
flows will continue to grow. But we won’t have much of a hand in managing our own fate. Or we
can decide to become more active, thinking carefully about opportunities and risks, and using the
tools available to us –like policy and regulation, networking and collaboration, and diplomacy at
all levels of society—to actually shape our Asian future.
What is the Canadian Government’s responsibility to prepare students for an
emerging Asia?
Governments at all levels have a responsibility to ensure that Canada and Canadians are
prepared for the future. This increasingly means equipping people for the growing impact that
Asia is having on our prosperity, security and general well being. While this is partly a matter of
supporting young Canadians who will make their futures in Asia, it is also about acknowledging
the extent to which our engagement of Asia is also happening here in Canada. This is by the
way, a responsibility that those governments most like our own (think of Australia, New Zealand
and the United States) are taking on.
What can students do to prepare themselves to be leaders in AsiaCanada Relations?
How are students, already in Asian Studies, working towards this?
I can think of two things. The first is by establishing informal networks to help others find
information about programs and sources of support. The other is to help us get beyond what I
would call a position of comfortable passivity. Let’s simply grow up, and accept that we need to
stop talking about being an Asia Pacific nation and start acting like one. That’s a status that is
built person by person, something that is powered by the curiosity, energy and ambition of
individual Canadians.
Beyond a university education, what responsibilities do students have to prepare
themselves for post graduation? To enter the work force?
Learning an Asian language is like being given the key to a new world of experience and personal
enrichment. It would be nice if there was also a direct and immediate correlation with financial
and career success. In an ideal world, we would have leaders, in business and government,
telling us that in addition to needing thousands of engineers and technicians, the economy also
needs fresh suppliers of people who speak Mandarin, Japanese, Korean or Bahasa. I am confident
that this will happen, but it will likely take time. We need to understand that learning an Asian
language and becoming familiar with Asian cultures aren’t passive assets that lie dormant in us,
waiting to be unlocked by our employers. Students get to decide how such assets will shape their
lives and careers. Be alive to unexpected opportunities on the job, in the community, through
volunteer work or through travel. And don’t give up.
Is there additional knowledge that you would like to offer our students?
More of a request: please consider the public service as a career choice. A strong public service is
part of the bedrock of Canada’s stability, tolerance and prosperity. But its continuing health
depends on attracting good people.

Other News:
UBC Farm Campus Market, Wednesdays from 11:30am1:30pm beginning this week!

Job Opportunity:
Asia Regional Coordinator at Waterkeeper Alliance

We Welcome your Submissions
If you have a story that you would like featured in our biweekly update please send an email to
oliver.mann@ubc.ca
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=459052&q=0&qz=ba9f47
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Missed an Update?
All past newsletters may be found here

Follow Asian Studies:
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